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Living with Qi 
 

Each of us is a universe in miniature. We have the same source and are made of the same "stuff."  Realizing our 
oneness with the universe is no easy task. We live on the surface of the planet Earth, surrounded by a vast ocean of 
air that reaches high into the sky. We need this ocean of air to sustain us and keep us alive. Remove the air and we 
die. Air nourishes us and sustains our lives. 

If you substitute the word "Qi," in place of Air, it becomes perfectly intelligible to the Western mind. The Chinese 
and Taoist meaning of Qi is air. Qi is associated with the energy of life or life force. 

When you have no Qi, you have no life force. In this sense, Qi is even vaster than 
the ocean of air that surrounds us. Qi the life force exists in places where air 
doesn't reach, like underwater. The Earth's seas, lakes, rivers and ponds all support 
life. All living things are sustained by this life force. In turn, all living things have 
their own life force. Thus we understand that each living thing has its own Qi. 

From life force energy, the meaning of Qi expands to energy itself. Virtually every-
thing in this universe of ours has some form of energy. Even non-living things have 
energy on a molecular, atomic or subatomic level. There is Qi in every atom of 
matter anywhere in the universe. A rock has Qi. Water has Qi. A tree has Qi. The 
organs inside our bodies have Qi. The Sun, Moon and planets that make up our so-
lar system have Qi. The stars and constellations out in space have Qi. The Taoists 
learned to tap into all these forms of Qi to develop their body, mind and conscious-
ness. You will learn more of this in our workshops and weekend seminars. 

Why it is so important to practice Chi Kung or Qigong?  It is more than an ancient Chinese exercises and medita-
tions, it is about the skills (gong) necessary to cultivate and harmonize with the energies of life (Qi). And so our di-
et, herbal tonics, state of mind, and level and quality of activity, must change accordingly so as to  stay tuned to the 
rhythms of life. To learn more about basic Qi development, see our Class Schedule for a class near you. Work-
shops and seminar delve into deeper and more advanced techniques.  New skills  ……  Nei Gong, Shen Gong  

 

 

 

 

Taoist immortal Zhuang Zi, tells the story of a man standing at the edge of a raging river. Suddenly the man jumps 

into the torrent, lets the water carry him a bit, and then just as effortlessly climbs ashore. An elegant scholar 

watching the scene and probably offended by the man's lack of caution and unconventional behaviour, asks him 

how he managed not to drown. The man replies, "I just go in with a swirl, come out with a whirl and follow 

the flow of the water, not thinking of myself." 

Workshop with Aaron & Grandmaster Khor  
Introducing  Vibration Qigong & Emei Lohan . 

 Revision Wild Goose, Shibashi & Tai Chi,   

Sun 17 May   Wollongong    Phone 4256 3800   4261 8452       

Sat 23 May     Greystanes    Phone  9797 9355    

Sat 13 June     Gosford    4392 9924   0422 795 365                                           

 Balance & Prayer ? 



Blessed with beautiful weather and clear skies we travelled through 
cities, agricultural areas and scenic locations across the country. Wel-
comed as celebrities at Taoist Kongtong mountain with media report-
ers and TV interviews, we were hosted to a magnificent state ban-
quet by the City Mayor. We stayed at a natural healing & Spa resort 
at Emei foothill, an exotic lakeside hotel at Pingliang, a homely cliff 
side wooden hotel on the rice terraces at Dragon Spine Mountain, 
and modern 5 stars hotels in Beijing and Chengdu.  Breakfast, lunch 
and dinner were feasts to die for. Peking Duck banquet in Beijing, 
and exotic Vegetarian feasts at Buddhist Temples.  Workshop train-
ing on the tour included local senior masters and monks as well as 
practice sessions with Grandmaster Khor, Master Rod & Aaron Khor. 
We did Tai Chi on the Great Wall, join in with locals in the parks, 
learn meditative qigong in temples, and shop in exotic markets                    
Next tour  “Yangtze Cruise & Nature Tour” phone 9797 9355 

Mind Body Spirit Show   Sydney Olympic Park                                                                                       

Grandmaster Khor & AATC instructors will be                               

on stage to present two demonstrations                            

29th May 11.30am           30th May 5.45pm     

Australian Academy of Tai Chi      Email : aatc@optusnet.com.au       Web: www.livingchi. 

China Tour with Grandmaster Khor   Safety & Experience No.1                               

Exotic places, Cuddle a Panda, banquets, 5star hotels, Tai Chi,Qigong, Feng Shui                                             

Sydney Seminar  18th—20th Sept 2015 
 

 

 

 

SAT 19th Sept. AM    “San Bao” the Three Treasures of Health & Longevity 

    Jin:  Essence, Intrinsic Energy.    Training the Physical body including bones, muscles, sinews and tendons.                                   

   Qi:  Breath, Life Force Energy.    Mobilizing blood and Qi energy to nourish internal organs.                                                                    

   Shen: Mind & Spirit.        Mobilize Qi energy to nourish brain   Rejuvenate Lymphatic and Immune System 

SAT 19th Sept .PM     Taoist Qigong, and Chinese Calligraphy     Bridging Tai Chi and Chinese calligraphy.                                
Mastering the Five Classical Uprightness : Posture, Mind, Breath, Emotion, and  Brush. One Breath -  One Mind. 

SUN 20st Sept. AM    Cultivating & Extending Chi Life Force     Lotus Qigong was practised by ancient Taoists to 

strengthen their Qi or life force long before Tai Chi.  Learn how to vibrate and extend your Qi energy. 

SUN 20th Sept. PM    “Nei Gong” Taoist Qi TRAINING     Inner healing secrets of the Taoist Temple . Powering in-
ternal life force energy system physically,, emotional, mentally, and spiritually. The new skill sweeping the world.                                                            

 For more information, see our Seminar Brochure or call 97979355   email: aatc@optusnet.com.au 

AATC  Living Chi   Stall No J20                                 
Talks & demos in our stall                                                      

Photo  & Video Shows                                                             
Souvenirs from China for sale                                                       

Shaolin Massage oils                                                                  
10% Discount on Music CDs , DVDs  & Books Phone : 9797 9355 

Aaron Khor Gary Khor Rod Ferguson 


